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Knowledge focused curricula
Simple content covering

Significant learning
Mastery of content in order to apply it

?
Knowledge focused curricula
Conveying course contents by the instructor

Significant learning
Application of course concepts by students teams
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Rationale
• To shift focus from learning key concepts to
using concepts
• To replace lecture format with a more “hands
on” experience (engagement and joy)
• To encourage students to come to class
prepared

How is it different from
regular group work?

Team Based Learning (TBL)
TBL is a powerful form of small
group learning which focuses on
application of knowledge through
an active learning strategy
It’s designed around “modules” taught in a 3-step cycle:

Sequence of Learning
Activities in TBL
Covering one major topic in 2-3 weeks block of time
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Teams
Accountability (readiness assurance)
Assignment design
Peer evaluation and feedback

Pre-class Reading
• Guided reading enables students to learn basic
concepts and necessary background with the
teacher’s support

80-100%

Approximate Level of Content Understanding at Each Phase
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Readiness Assessment Process
This is an MCQ test (10-20 questions) on key
concepts from the readings

It is first taken individually (Individual readiness
assessment test - IRAT, feedback by scantron)

Sample RAT
• Which of the following is not a derivative of
cholesterol?
a) Glucocorticoids

Readiness Assurance Test
(RAT)
• Questions correlate with learning objectives
• Questions focus on major content, not trivia
• Questions are of appropriate difficulty
(average score 70-80%)
• Multiple-choice questions intentionally have
single best answer
• Test requires 10-20 minutes, depending on
length of advance assignment

Readiness Assessment Process
After IRAT, the test is then immediately re-taken as a
team (Group readiness assessment test - GRAT,
feedback by IFAT’s)

b) Vitamin E
c) Bile salts
d) Vitamin D
e) Sex steroids

Appeals & Corrective Instruction

Application Exercises-4S
§ Significant Problem. Teams work on
relevant, interesting and complex
problems.

§ Same Problem. Individuals/groups work
on the same problem, case or question.

§ Specific Choice. Individuals/groups must
use course concepts to make a specific
choice.

§ Simultaneous Report. Individuals/groups
report their choices simultaneously
(visibility of student thinking).
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Application Exercises
• “Make a list”
•
•
•
•

Not very challenging
Low cognitive skills
Team members are not sufficiently engaged
Low accountability

• “Make a specific choice”
•
•
•
•

Focuses on ‘why?’
Higher cognitive skills
Necessitates whole power of the team
Higher accountability/cohesiveness

Application Exercise Sample
Mr. Brown’s MRI scan of the brain with contrast is illustrated
on the monitors. What is the most accurate interpretation
of the anatomic changes at this time?

Simultaneous Reporting

a) Cerebral atrophy, diagnostic of Alzheimer disease
b) Cerebral atrophy, diagnostic of Pick disease
c) Cerebral atrophy, diagnostic of diffuse Lewy body
disease
d) Cerebral atrophy, consistent with Alzheimer disease
e) Cerebral atrophy, consistent with Pick disease

Application Exercise Sample
*

*
*

*

*

Histologic sections from
which circled area would be
most likely to demonstrate
all 5 characteristic features
of AD? (neuritic plaques,
neurofibrillary tangles,
amyloid angiopathy,
granulovacuolar
degeneration, and Hirano
bodies)
a)Red circle b) black circle
c) blue circle d) green circle
e) white circle f) yellow circle

Application Exercise Sample
Upon completion of the history, physical, neurologic, and
mental status exams, Dr. DD elects to order a limited
number of laboratory tests to evaluate for possible
reversible causes of cognitive impairment. Which two lab
tests would be most appropriate?
a) Serum B6 and B12
b) Serum B6 and potassium
c) Serum B6 and free thyroxine
d) Serum B12 and potassium
e) Serum B12 and free thyroxine
f) Serum potassium and free thyroxine

Peer-evaluation

When NOT to Use TBL
• Lack necessary content mastery
• Not sure HOW students will use the content
• Unwilling to change your role as an instructor (move
from sage on stage to guide on side)
• Insufficient resources (e.g., time, IF-AT, scantron,
facilitation skills)
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TBL Logistics

TBL is possible in large theater-style classrooms with
fixed seats

Team Based Learning

Let’s practise…

• Transforms large classes into learning teams
without expanding faculty resources
• Requires learners to apply knowledge rather
than cover content
• Helps students develop the important
professional competencies of communication,
interpersonal skills, giving and receiving
feedback from peers, and teamwork skills

Resources

Resources

http://www.teambasedlearning.org
http://www.teambasedlearning.org/listserv
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Special thanks to…
Dean Parmelee
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